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Abstract 

Our senior project team, B.A.C.O.N, will be converting the mechanical steering and braking systems of 

an electric go-kart to be capable of being controlled autonomously. This mechanical platform will serve 

as a baseline for future master’s theses and senior projects to aid in the development of autonomous 

vehicle research. The purpose of this document is to highlight the work our team has completed and what 

we have planned for the remainder of our senior project. From our background research, we gained useful 

insights into similar existing products, patents, and previous senior projects which allowed us to dive into 

the mechanics and user experiences of existing autonomous vehicle systems. Moving forward, we plan to 

narrow our focus and continually investigate new products, standards, patents, and papers that pertain to 

our design as we down-select ideas throughout our ideation process. Additionally, this document outlines 

the specifications, needs and wants, and user feedback which we will use to define our targets and 

measure our outcome for the project. Finally, we overview our major deliverables throughout this 

upcoming year and describe our detailed plan to meet their respective deadlines.  
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1. Introduction 

B.A.C.O.N.’s team members are Damond Li, Chris Or, Robyn Ribet and Tanner Hillman. Our team 

sponsor, Dr. Charlene Birdsong, has emphasized the importance for Cal Poly to have a substantial 

platform to perform further research and development in the autonomous driving realm. Our team’s 

project is to autonomize an electric go-kart, specifically focusing on modifying the acceleration, braking, 

and steering systems. Developing an autonomous vehicle platform will benefit Cal Poly’s College of 

Engineering and provide an essential base for future faculty, graduate students, or senior project teams to 

work with. For this platform to be effective, it must be sufficiently durable, extremely safe, relatively 

inexpensive, and easy to maintain. Furthermore, it must not compromise the vehicle’s original systems 

functions. 

 

This document highlights our important project details, establishes our plan moving forward, and 

describes the high-level management within our team. In the Background section, we cover the research 

we performed which will serve as a foundation for our project. In the Project Scope, we dive into greater 

depth on the specific goals and targets to be completed in our project. In Objectives we present our 

problem statement and discuss specific design specifications. In Project Management section, we outline 

the process guiding the completion of the project, enlightening our vision of the path to success. Finally in 

the Conclusion, we encapsulate the breadth of this document and provide the reader with a summarization 

of the scope of work. 

2. Background 

The world is shifting toward automating processes we experience in every-day life, especially when it 

comes to the transportation industry. In order to participate in the future of vehicle automation, we are 

developing a platform that can be used for Cal Poly student and faculty research for further autonomous 

vehicle developments. We have been tasked with converting the mechanical steering and braking systems 

of an electric go-kart to be able to be operated remotely.  

 

To learn from others regarding the advancements in autonomous vehicles technology, we conducted 

background research on existing products, patents, and senior projects. Additionally, we gathered 

references in the form of textbooks and industry standards that we will use during our ideation and 

detailed design phases. Since we have been tasked with designing mechanical systems to integrate into a 

provided vehicle, our research covered potential pneumatic, hydraulic, and electro-mechanical systems.  
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2.1. Baseline Go-Kart 

 
Figure 1. Shows the current electric go-kart.  

 

Our team received a GoBowen Kids [1] electric go-kart from Dr. Birdsong. This go-kart has a 1000W 

electric motor, a single passenger seat, and four 12-volt batteries. We will primarily focus on the 

mechanics of the steering and braking systems. 

 

The steering system, shown in Figure 2, consists of a steering column with left and right-side tie rods. The 

steering column is the rod in the middle of the go-kart; it connects to the steering wheel (not shown) on 

one end and a plate with the tie rods on the other end. The tie rods, shown as the horizontal aluminum 

pieces, connect from the steering wheel plate to the wheel spindles. As the steering wheel turns, the tie 

rods push on the spindles which rotates the front tires.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Shows the Go-Kart steering system.  
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The braking system, shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, consists of a brake pedal, master cylinder, brake 

lines to the rear right brake rotor, and a brake caliper. The brake pedal, shown as the bright red piece in 

Figure 3, is mounted to the floor and pivots about that point. As the brake pedal is pushed, it pressurizes 

the fluid in the lines which run from the front to the back of the car. This causes the caliper to push the 

brake pads against the rotor, shown in Figure 4, slowing down the rotation of the rear driveshaft.  

 

 

  
Figure 3. Shows the brake pedal with the master 

cylinder and one end of the brake lines. 

Figure 4. Shows the brake rotor and caliper on the 

rear right tire. 

 

 

2.2. Autonomous Vehicles 

Autonomous transportation is a rapidly growing industry. Despite the overall market downturn during the 

pandemic, autonomous vehicle sales rose. Illustrated in an article published by GlobeNewswire, “The 

autonomous (driverless) car market was valued at USD 20.97 billion in 2020, and it is expected 

to reach USD 61.93 billion projecting a CAGR of 22.75%, during the forecast period” [2]. 

Further, this article goes on to note how North America is dominating in the autonomous vehicle 

market due to some of the largest tech companies in the world, like Google, Microsoft, and 

Apple. Arguments can be made for and against autonomous driving; however, if implemented correctly 

there are many potential benefits such as increased fuel efficiency, safety, and road efficiency.  

 

The Autonomous Vehicle Operating Collaboratively to Avoid Debris and Obstructions (AVOCADO) 

senior project discusses one of the major benefits of autonomous vehicles: platooning [3]. Vehicle 

platooning involves closely following the lead vehicle which not only increases the capacity of the road, 

but it also significantly improves the fuel efficiency of the platoon. This practice is usually hazardous; 

however, with vehicle automation, all vehicles in a platoon can communicate with each other and plan a 

new path to avoid collision with each other.  
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Figure 5. Shows the products developed by the AVOCADO senior project and how they are able to 

operate in close formations to analyze benefits of vehicle platooning. 

 

One company leading autonomous vehicle development is AutonomouStuff, a subdivision of parent 

company Hexagon. Not only do they produce stand-alone products, like their Lexus RX450H or Ford 

Transit platform, AutonomouStuff works with many universities to pioneer research. At the university of 

Cincinnati’s Next Mobility Lab AutonomouStuff employed a small fleet of their Lexus Platform to 

collect data on predicting driver behavior [4]. In addition to their large-scale implementation. 

AutonomouStuff offers a large range of ‘Starter Kits’ to offer end user conversion capabilities. 

AutonomouStuff’s focus is on vehicle control, sensor data, and algorithm development, which falls 

outside of our scope of work for this project. However, the companies research, products, and projects 

serve as an example justifying the research and development of our autonomous kart: As our kart is 

optimized for autonomous control, we will have the capability to integrate very intelligent industry-

leading systems like those produced by AutonomouStuff.  

 

In a 2019 senior project titled “Daimtronics” sponsored by Daimler and Dr. Birdsong, students 

implemented mechatronics systems to a scaled-down 1:14 semi-truck model, shown in Figure 6, using 

background knowledge from three similar past autonomous vehicle senior projects [5]. The students used 

ROS to program the systems as well as Simulink. Pictured below is the full sensor assembly used for the 

project. The scaled chassis is also capable of remote control as well as pre-programmed control 

algorithms. While sensor implementation and vehicle control are not under the direct scope for our project 

this layout will be helpful in the chassis design for our kart. That is, we can take this layout, scale it to our 

vehicle’s size and make design decisions (i.e. actuator/motor placement) that allow for similar 

implementation in future work on the kart. 
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Figure 6. Diamatronics vehicle 

 

The small-scale intelligent vehicle (ProgreSSIV) was another Cal Poly senior design project that 

developed a “small-scale, semi-autonomous vehicle platform for use in an intelligent vehicles course that 

is to be taught at Cal Poly” [6]. This project, shown in Figure 7, was based on work by a previous senior 

project, μLaren, that added components to an RC car to make it a usable platform for autonomous vehicle 

research. The primary target user of this project are university students without mechatronics backgrounds 

to learn controls concepts with, without the time and financial resources typical of autonomous vehicle 

research. As shown in the picture below, the SSIV RC car is able to perform basic lane keeping with a 

lane keeping controller. The goals of the SSIV project our very similar to ours: Create a platform for 

future research. While we are focused on the mechanical systems, the specific design decisions made to 

create a easily-modifiable in the SSIV will be very useful in the design process for out kart. 

 

 
Figure 7. Small Scale Intelligent Vehicle Project 

 

The autonomous vehicle industry is rapidly growing. From passenger cars to taxis and industrial 

transportation, there are potential industry-wide benefits to autonomy. In order to contribute to this 

growing industry, Cal Poly needs a larger-scale platform. We are extremely motivated to build off 

previous Cal Poly projects such as AVACADO and the Daimatronics Vehicle and integrate their findings 

into our go kart. Further, with the possibility of integrating smart systems from companies like 
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AutonomouStuff in the future we see great value in developing this platform for future research at Cal 

Poly. 

 

2.3. Braking System 

The current braking system used on the cart provided to us by our sponsor is a two-part system connected 

to a pedal. The first part is wired to cut the power from the battery to the motor so that the motor does not 

continue movement. The second part is a traditional hydraulic system used to actuate a caliper on a disk 

on the back right corner of the vehicle. Possible solutions for a modified braking system to enable 

autonomous control include tapping into the current hydraulic system, adding an additional brake system 

with an alternative method of actuation, using a motor/actuator to compress the original brake pedal, or a 

new hydraulic or pneumatic system.  

 

In the Clippard Instrument Laboratory Safe Braking System [7], a current product and case study for safe 

braking systems in vehicles being towed, an external source of air is used to pneumatically control the 

existing brake system in the car. This proves that pneumatic systems are a viable method of control of our 

cart’s braking system that is significantly less powerful. However, due to the low load capacity of the cart 

we must also consider the great additional weight from pneumatic system including an air compressor and 

piston. 

 

In an article titled “Power-Assisted Braking Control Based on a Novel Mechatronic Booster,” [8] we 

discover advanced methods of brake actuation. We learn about factors that we will need to consider when 

modifying/adding new braking systems including “basic power assist, velocity compensation and friction 

compensation” which could affect our choice of whether to add an additional braking system or to just 

modify the current one. We also learn about a mechatronic booster system which could potentially be 

implemented in some way on our cart in the future.  

 

In a patent titled “Steering Wheel Squeeze-Activated Vehicle Braking System” [9] the system described 

is not directly related to our system in that it uses a more efficient brake by wire system that the user 

engages through the steering wheel of a car. However, the information in this patent is relevant to our cart 

through the use of a brake by wire system which we are considering through either adding another brake 

system or using brake by wire to actuate an additional caliper on our current disk.  

 

In an article titled “Design of Braking System for Go-kart” [10], we learned that hydraulic disk brakes are 

most often used in carts instead of drum brakes or others that “dissipate heat better and are more reliable 

and stable for drivers to use.” Additionally, specifications of a similar go-kart are provided including 

friction values, fluids, and important weight information which will be helpful in developing a foundation 

for our design analysis. Many relevant sample calculations for acceleration, friction, and braking torques 

and forces are provided as well, which we will likely use once we have chosen a design direction. 

Similarly, in a segment of the textbook “Advances in Engineering Design” [11], we discovered that 

brake-by-wire systems are prohibited in some go-kart competitions and events which is why hydraulically 

actuated brakes are common in carts. The exact specifications and parts used are listed which could be 

helpful for our future design in giving us a benchmark for our sizing of certain components in a hydraulic 

cart braking system. A more comprehensive list of calculations is also provided which will help with our 

analysis by giving us an understanding of how various factors such as stopping distance, deceleration, and 

braking forces are affected by brake friction, brake line pressure, tire radius, etc. Specific fluid types 
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(DOT3,4) and part numbers (TVS Apache 200 caliper) are also included if we decided to create a similar 

system for our cart.  

 

2.4. Steering System 

Many steering systems today use a steer-by-wire system [12]. In other words, the steering wheel is not 

directly linked to the steering rack. Instead, the steering wheel outputs torque and positional data, which is 

then used to drive a motor actuating the steering rack. Steer-by-wire systems typically have a clutch 

between the steering column and the steering rack which engages and creates a mechanical connection in 

the case of an electrical fault or a loss of power [13][14]. Because the steering rack is actuated through a 

motor, it is rather simple to implement controls for autonomous steering.  

 

In a video by speedkar99, steering racks from a Chevrolet Cruze and a Toyota Camry are taken apart to 

observe the internal mechanisms [15]. The steering rack from a Chevrolet Cruze has a DC motor attached 

which running parallel to the tie rod. A section of the tie rod is threaded to be a ball screw which allows 

the rotational motion from the DC motor to be converted into linear motion in the tie rod. The video also 

points out that the gear is significantly larger on the side connecting to the tie rod which helps to generate 

more torque. The gear ratio also allows for more precise control of the steering system [15]. The steering 

rack from the Toyota Camry is manually actuated through the steering column without the assistance of a 

motor. Taking apart the Camry’s steering rack we see that it uses a rack and pinion gear system to convert 

rotational motion from the steering column into translational motion used to turn the wheels.  

 

Our cart uses a mechanical steering system rather than a hydraulic system or an electrical steer-by-wire 

system. The cart’s steering column connects to a swiveling bracket which then pushes/pulls the tie rods 

attached to the steering knuckles. Even though our cart has a completely different steering system, we can 

utilize many of the mechanisms that go into a steer-by-wire system to electronically steer our cart. From 

[15], we observe that existing steering systems utilize some form of gear or screw to actuate the steering: 

rack and pinion, helical gears, ball screws, and even timing belts. Gear reduction will also be something 

we have to consider as it directly affects steering precision and transmitted torque. Too large of a gear 

reduction will affect how fast the cart can change directions which may be important in the future when 

implementing obstacle avoidance. 

 

 

2.5. Emergency Stop System 

While the development of a larger-scale vehicle provides many research benefits such as more realistic 

scaling and forces on our project, there are significant safety concerns that follow as well. While a small 

RC car is limited in its safety concerns a 200+ pound cart driving at 15+ MPH can cause serious damage 

to people or property. An emergency braking system is vital to our project and must take precedence in 

our design process.  

 

Fortunately, the design behind our emergency braking system can build off our braking design; we can 

take our autonomous braking system and change the protocol for its operation to integrate an emergency 

braking system rather than building an entirely independent setup. The following research focuses on the 

implementation of an emergency braking system into our kart by observing what safety protocol similar 

platforms have implemented. 
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Safety is always the highest priority. In the case of a malfunction or emergency, it is important to 

implement a system that can quickly and reliably disable the vehicle One method of doing so is to 

implement a pyro-fuse which can disconnect all power to and from the battery. Pyro-fuses, shown in 

Figure 8, are currently used in the automotive industry to prevent battery fires due to circuit malfunctions, 

car accidents, and overcharging [16]. This may be valuable to implement to our cart because our cart is 

electric and a fuse between the battery and the motor would be a great way to cut all power to the wheels. 

In our project the Pyro-fuses’ one time use may be to cost prohibitive; however, the practice of sending 

one emergency signal which can assuredly stop the vehicle will be very useful. With our sponsor-supplied 

remote-control power cut hardware we can implement this same theory into our final system.  

 

 
Figure 8. A 200 Amp Pyro-Fuse 

 

An alternative to having a destructible fuse would be using redundancy for ensuring safety. The System 

and Method for Remote Control of Unmanned Vehicles patent describes a process for implementing 

safety protocol in unmanned vehicles [17]. The system includes the use of two independent emergency 

stop switches, each with their own radios; this method provides a redundancy in case of a communication 

or radio failure. Additionally, the hardware is programmed to stop all systems in the case of a wireless 

connection failure in either radio. Their approach to redundancy in safety systems removes some danger 

associated with unmanned vehicles that lose communication with the controller or emergency stop switch. 

 

The key theme between all our research into emergency stop systems has been consistent performance 

under unexpected circumstances. In other words, no matter what situation arises (hardware or software 

oriented) our emergency braking system can operate effectively. In the case of the Pyro-Fuse and 

Pneumatic system mentioned above, both will operate in the event of emergency and above specific 

design decision we’ll aim to create this same focus in our final design.  

In one of our research interviews, we spoke with David Smith who has spent significant time at Daimler 

and Waymo in autonomous vehicle development. We discussed mechanical systems which have a ‘stable-

state’ in the activated position. That is, under the event of power cut, the mechanical systems have a 

predictable state. By carefully choosing our mechanical system to operate the braking system we can 

implement that so our braking system will have a predictable (‘brakes-on’) status under any power cut.  

 

2.6. Industry Standards 

The Society of Automotive Engineering has launched and periodically updated this standard which details 

the levels of autonomous driving [18]. The scope of this extensive document is described as: 
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"This document describes [motor] vehicle driving automation systems that perform part or all of the 

dynamic driving task (DDT) on a sustained basis. It provides a taxonomy with detailed definitions for six 

levels of driving automation, ranging from no driving automation (Level 0) to full driving automation 

(Level 5), in the context of [motor] vehicles (hereafter also referred to as “vehicle” or “vehicles”) and 

their operation on roadways" 

 

SAE describes the levels of autonomous driving as: 

Level 0: No Driving Automation  

Level 1: Driver Assistance  

Level 2: Partial Driving Automation  

Level 3: Conditional Driving Automation  

Level 4: High Driving Automation  

Level 5: Full Driving Automation 

 

Since our project will not be for public use or full-scale this document is not necessarily relevant, but it 

includes very helpful information, and good targets to aim for. This document gives us necessary 

background for creating a platform to support future autonomous vehicle projects using the listed 

features.  

 

Useful acronyms for the SAE Standards document: 

• ACC Adaptive cruise control  

• ADAS Advanced driver assistance system  

• ADS Automated driving system  

• ADS-DV Automated driving system-dedicated vehicle  

• AEB Automatic emergency braking  

• DDT Dynamic driving task  

• DSRC Dedicated short range communications 

• ESC Electronic stability control  

• LKA Lane keeping assistance  

• ODD Operational design domain  

• OEDR Object and event detection and response 

 

2.7. Textbook References  

Shigley's Mechanical Engineering Design 11th Edition  

 

We are all familiar with this textbook [19] from previous design courses. Our team has a hard copy of this 

textbook which we will use for reference. For the steering system, we have considered designs with 

pulleys or gears; Shigley’s provides us with the necessary equations to compute the gear ratios, compare 

system efficiency, and design gear geometry. 

 

Control Systems Engineering 7th Edition 

 

While this textbook [20] is relatively new to our engineering coursework, as a team we recognize its 

benefits. Specifically, we will use it to implement a low-level control system in concert with our 

mechanical systems. 
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3. Project Scope 

Our problem statement is used to summarize our customer, purpose, and primary objective:  

  

Cal Poly Faculty and students need a physical platform to perform autonomous vehicle research on 

because the automotive and transportation industry is shifting toward automation and existing platforms 

are small scale or expensive. 

 

As described above, our project will focus on designing a platform for autonomous vehicle research that 

is safe, affordable, and large enough to hold a passenger. This platform will give students the opportunity 

to participate in the automation industry and prepare for careers in these fields. Our motivation for 

creating a scaled-up platform is to enable vehicle research with technologies that are not feasible on small 

scale projects; we will be able to carry more payload in the form of sensors and equipment to further 

advance research.  

 

To further narrow the scope of our project, we used several tools to define our team’s responsibility and 

our project specifications. The project boundary sketch, shown in Figure 9, is a visual tool that outlines 

the scope of this project to define how a user interacts with our project and what areas we are directly 

responsible for. The left diagram shows that we will be implementing ways to actuate the steering 

column, braking system, throttle, and potentially implementing additional batteries if needed to power our 

added systems. The right diagram shows how the user interacts with the vehicle through the control 

console. In this diagram, the user can activate the emergency kill switch and output various signals to 

communicate with the vehicle.  

 
Figure 9. Boundary sketch showing which parts of the vehicle are within the scope of our project. The 

area outlined in red and the components in green/blue are all the things we will focus on for this project. 
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After defining the reach of our project through the boundary sketch, we set out to clearly define the 

details of our project through a “Needs and Wants” list. This list, shown in Table 1, is a comprehensive 

table that differentiates what is required of our team (labeled as the “Needs”) versus what we would like 

to achieve but should not prioritize over the requirements (labeled as the “Wants”). 

 

Table 1. Stakeholder Wants and Needs List 

Category Need Want 

Geometry • Small enough to not interfere with 

driver in the car 

• Components, other than the control 

console, must be contained within 

vehicle chassis 

• Light weight for minimal impact on 

vehicle performance 

Motion / 

Kinematics 
• Steering wheel should be able to 

rotate throughout the full motion of 

the existing steering system 

• Brake pedal should maintain original 

level of travel to ensure adequate 

braking ability 

 

Forces / 

Torques 
• Steering column and components 

must be able to withstand radial, 

axial, and bending forces that a 

standard user would impose on the 

system (to be tested to better 

understand magnitude) with no 

component failures. 

• Braking system must withstand the 

force of a user pushing on full 

strength on the brake pedal with no 

system failures.  

 

Material • The vehicle, servo motors, and 

components have been purchased 

and must be used in the design. 

Exact part numbers TBD 

 

Signals  • Communicate with and receive 

information from a wireless 

emergency stop button 

• Send and receive steering, braking, 

and acceleration signals from an 

outside wireless source 

• Receive information through sensors 

and use that information to make 

decisions 

Safety • Wireless emergency stop to cut 

power to motor and safely apply 

brakes to quickly bring vehicle to a 

stop 

• The vehicle will sense and stop in the 

presence of an obstacle 

• The vehicle will steer around 

obstacles 

• Anti-lock braking system 

Human 

Factors / 

Ergonomics 

• Added systems must not 

compromise a person’s ability to sit 

in the vehicle and access the brake 

pedal, gas pedal, and steering wheel 

• Comfortable braking deceleration - 

possibly variable braking 

• Vehicle is wirelessly controllable 

• Fully autonomous driving 
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Production • Utilize already purchased parts and 

motors 

• Parts only require processes that the 

mechanical engineering machine 

shops have tools and equipment for 

Quality 

Control 
• Components can be assembled as 

intended 

 

Assembly • Added system must not modify with 

drivetrain 

• Does not require the use of specialty 

tools or jigs for assembly  

Transport  • Braking should not be locked while 

systems are off to allow car to be 

moved around  

• Cart should be able to move and be 

steered manually while systems are 

turned off  

Operation • Able to accelerate, brake, and turn • Drivable with a remote controller 

• Micro-Controller on vehicle to drive 

actuators and motors 

• Operated based off feedback from 

sensors on the vehicle 

• System should be able to replicate the 

steering speed (steering wheel 

rotation rate) of an average driver. 

Maintenance  • Operate with minimal maintenance, 

designed failures points will be 

components that can be easily and 

inexpensively replaced 

• designed failure points can be easily 

accessed for component repairs 

Cost  • Limit spending to ~$500, as we have 

no dedicated funds 

Schedule • Design completed by 2/8/21 

• Manufacturing completed by 4/26/21 

• Testing completed by 5/17/21 

 

 

As described in the Needs and Wants table, we will create a design that is safe, reliable, and relatively 

inexpensive. For the steering and braking systems, our product will maintain the current function of the 

system while emphasizing safety at each step.  

 

From our “Needs and Wants” list, we summarized our goals into five primary functions that our project 

will perform: deceleration, steering, acceleration, emergency stop, and wireless communication. The 

functional decomposition, shown in Figure 10, is a tiered model that breaks down each function of the 

vehicle to smaller tasks. This method transforms a seemingly daunting task into subsets of smaller, easier 

to understand, functions.  
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Figure 10. Functional Decomposition Diagram 

 

Our deliverables for the end of this project will be a working go-kart with servo steering and braking 

systems and a remote emergency shutoff switch. With the servo steering, we will conduct testing and 

analysis to ensure that the typical steering loads that a user will impose on the steering column do not 

damage the servo system. Finally, we will deliver a comprehensive report with our design process, design 

decisions, proposed next steps, and assembly information for system maintenance.  

4. Objectives 

The transportation industry is shifting toward automation and existing research platforms at Cal Poly are 

either small scale or expensive. Dr. Birdsong needs a passenger vehicle that takes in different input 

signals to perform various vehicular maneuvers including but not limited to acceleration, braking, and 

turning. It is also important to maintain safety as the highest priority.  

 

We utilized the quality function deployment (QFD) method, to better understand our user’s needs and 

how to quantify and validate them. We started off by defining all potential users. After the different users 

were defined, we ranked on a scale of 0-10 for how important each need/requirement was to the 

respective user. Next, we compared our users’ needs with existing products on the market to see how they 

compare. This not only gives us insight on how the existing products compare but also why some 

products meet our users’ needs better than others. After analyzing our competition, we established a list of 

tests we will perform to qualitatively determine how well our design meet’s our user’s needs. The 

determined list of tests was put into a specification table, as shown below in Table 2. In our specification 

table, we established quantifiable requirements for each test and assessed their respective tolerance, risk, 

and compliance methods. For reference, check Appendix A for our House of Quality diagram. 

 

 

Autonomously Operate Mechanical Systems of a Go-Kart

Decelerate 
Vehicle

Slow Wheel 
Rotation

Pinch Brake 
Disk

Pressurize 
Hydraulic Line

Actuate Brake 
Pedal

Steer Vehicle

Turn Wheels

Rotate Steering 
Column

Accelerate 
Vehicle

Rotate Wheels

Rotate Motor

Input Electric 
Voltage to ECU

Actuate 
Throttle Pedal

Activate 
Emergency Stop

Communicate 
Wirelessly

Process 
Wireless Signal

Cut Power to 
Motor

Stop Wheels

Clamp Brake 
Disk

Wireless 
Communication

Retrieve Signal

Send Signal 
from Controller

Process Signal

Output Signal
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Table 2: Specification table 

Spec # 
Specification 

Description 

Requirement or 

Target (units) 
Tolerance Risk* Compliance** 

1 Max Additional Weight 75 lb. Max L A, I 

2 Withstand Collision 5 mph Min L T 

3 Full Range Steering 30 deg Min M A, I 

4 Full Range Braking 0.3 in. Min M A, I 

5 Accelerate (0 - 10 mph) 10 sec Max L A, T 

6 Brake (10 – 0 mph) 15 ft. Max M A, T 

7 Turn Radius 15 ft. Max L A, T 

8 Remote Communication 3 Signals Min M I, T 

9 Kill Switch Activates 2 sec Max L T 

10 Cost $500 Max H A 

11 Battery Life 60 min Min M A,T 

 

* Risk of meeting specification: (H) High, (M) Medium, (L) Low 

** Compliance Methods: (A) Analysis, (I) Inspection, (S) Similar to Existing, (T) Test 

 

1. Additional Weight – Additional weight is important to us due to the physical limitations of our 

initial platform. The go-kart provided has a maximum load of 165 pounds and therefore we are 

attempting to limit the additional weight of all added components to under 75 pounds. We will 

test this specification by weighing the cart with no added components and then weighing the final 

product to ensure that the maximum load is not exceeded. 

2. Withstand collision – Withstanding collision is significant because of safety for any vehicle 

operators and for preventing lasting damage to the main frame of the kart and to any of our added 

equipment. We have not determined yet how we will test this specification safely and effectively. 

3. Full range steering – Maintaining a relatively full range of steering, or full movement of tires to 

approximately 45 degrees in both directions, is important because we want our vehicle to 

maintain its original capabilities even when controlled remotely or operating autonomously. 

Having slightly less range than original is okay if similar functions can be performed. We plan on 

testing this through analysis of our designed mechanism and inspection of the completed product 

to ensure full range of steering is possible. 

4. Full range braking - Maintaining a relatively full range of braking is important because we want 

our vehicle to maintain its original capabilities even when controlled remotely or operating 

autonomously. Full range of braking is approximately 0.5 in of pedal movement which is 

sufficient to disconnect the motor from power and engage the brake caliper. In the future we 

would consider measuring the full range of braking as a percentage of the maximum hydraulic 

pressure in the system which would be a more accurate measurement of the maximum capability 

if we modify the current system to not utilize the pedal. More importantly, without full range of 

braking, safe operation would not be possible. We plan on testing this through analysis of our 

designed mechanism and inspection of the completed product to ensure full range of braking is 

possible. 

5. Acceleration from 0 to 10 mph – Acceleration is important for our project because we want to 

ensure that our vehicle can reach a desired testing speed in a reasonable amount of time. This is 

also because acceleration to a top speed specified by the manufacturer might not be possible with 

the weight of our added systems. In future plans, we might modify the value of 10 mph as we see 

fit for the implementation of an autonomous system. We plan on testing this specification through 

analysis of what we believe is possible for acceleration but also with physical testing. 
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6. Braking from 10 to 0 mph – Braking distance is important for our project because we want to 

ensure that our vehicle can stop from a maximum operating speed to rest in a reasonable distance 

(and time) for safety and for our vehicle to operate as desired. Braking is also important because 

the braking system currently on the vehicle is not fully functional (difficult to use) and we will 

likely have to redesign the usability of this part. This is important because it will help determine 

whether we must add systems to disable the motor while braking to achieve our goals rather than 

just modifying the current system (brakes only system). We plan on assuring our proposed 

braking distance directly through testing and with analysis to determine what to expect during 

testing. 

7. Turn radius – Keeping a reasonable turn radius is important to us for not only our final testing but 

also to maintain performance that is like before our modifications. We believe that our desired 

target for this specification is reasonable but could be changed with our initial testing. We plan on 

testing the turning radius through analysis of our steering system and with physical testing of our 

final product. 

8. Remote communication – Remote communication is important for us to control our vehicle and 

ensuring that it works when testing prior to implementing any autonomous controls. For us to 

remotely control our vehicle, our cart needs to be able to receive and process at least different 

signals which tell the cart to accelerate, brake, and turn. 

9. Kill switch activation – The kill switch is key to operating our vehicle safely during testing in 

case any systems do not behave as expected. The kill switch can be tested by operating the kill 

switch system which should break the circuit when pressed and immediately stopping the motor 

and deploying the brakes at a certain rate to come to a complete stop rapidly and safely.  

10. Cost – We were not allotted a budget for this project because many of the parts are provided by 

the sponsor. We will keep records of all purchases and look towards external sources if additional 

funding is needed.  

11. Battery life – Battery life is key to our vehicle being able to be tested as well as operational use 

for demonstrations and development. Regardless of the level of automation our cart achieves in 

the future, we will still need reasonable operation time to perform driving tests and to evaluate 

how our added equipment will function on the original platform. We plan on determining initial 

battery life through initial testing on the unmodified kart and should be able to predict the final 

operational battery life through analysis of added weight and battery drain from added 

components. 

 

Cost analysis is our only high-risk specification. It is unlikely that we will stay within our proposed $500 

spending limit due to the lack of necessary materials provided to us. We will require at least one 

additional motor, batteries/power sources, and probably other electrical components. Our set goal of $500 

is what can be provided to us, but any further spending would have to be with funds that have yet to be 

raised.  

5. Project Management 

Our design process involves four primary phases:  

 

1. Preliminary Design Review (PDR) Preparation | concept generation 

2. Interim Design Review (IDR) Preparation | detailed design 

3. Critical Design Review (CDR) Preparation | build 

4. Final Design Review (FDR) Preparation | testing 
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Each of these phases have specific deliverables and action items associated with them. These major key 

milestones and deliverables are listed in Table 3 below. 

 

Table 3. Table of the key deliverables throughout the project. 

Phase Task Due Date 

Preliminary Design 

Review Preparation 

Concept Generation 10/21/2021 

Build Ideation Models 10/26/2021 

Build Concept Prototype 11/10/2021 

Preliminary Design Review 11/18/2021 

Interim Design Review 

Preparation 

Perform Design Analysis 1/11/2021 

Interim Design Review 1/13/2022 

Critical Design Review 

Preparation 

CAD and Part Selection 1/20/2022 

Manufacturing Plan 2/3/2022 

Critical Design Review 2/9/2022 

Final Design Review 

Preparation 

Prototype Build 4/25/2021 

Prototype Testing 5/17/2021 

Final Design Review 6/3/2022 

 

Although these milestones summarize the key reports and design reviews throughout the project, there are 

many more tasks to be completed. A detailed layout of the design process is shown in the Gantt chart in 

Appendix B. 

 

Coming up, our next major milestones are in preparation for our Preliminary Design Review (PDR). We 

will begin brainstorming designs based off the research presented in the background section then building 

ideation models and concept prototypes from those brainstormed designs. Our initial brainstorming will 

focus on the mechanical design of the steering and braking system modifications. From this ideation, we 

will down-select to high-level concepts for each system to narrow our design focus.  

 

To better understand our vehicle’s performance capabilities, which will play into our designs and safety 

measures, we will be conducting driving tests that will give us acceleration and deceleration metrics. The 

next steps for getting the testing approved are to create a testing plan which outlines detailed safety 

protocol, required testing space, desired testing data, and a procedure for collecting the data. After 

compiling the report, we will move forward to gain approval from the college of engineering and any 

necessary channels within Cal Poly.  

 

Following the preliminary design review and initial vehicle testing, we will move into the detailed design 

phase of our project. During this phase, we will perform analysis on the steering and braking systems, 

develop our project CAD model, and create a manufacturing plan. This phase is concluded with the 

critical design review (CDR) where we will be seeking approval from our sponsor on our designs so we 

can move into building our project. Following approval on our designs, we will begin building and testing 

our project. This phase will be concluded with the senior project expo and our final design review (FDR) 

report.   
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6. Conclusion 

Our team’s design challenge is to implement a series of mechanical systems which can receive a signal 

input and autonomously operate the original vehicle’s steering, braking, and motor. The purpose of this 

project is to provide a fully functional platform for Cal Poly faculty and students to perform autonomous 

vehicle research on. This document encapsulates the project’s purpose, objectives, specifications, path to 

success, management system, and deliverables at a high-level. Through this document we summarized 

industry research about existing current products, patents, and past senior projects. Moving forward, we 

will use that information to help us build off those ideas to generate our own designs for the steering, 

braking, and emergency stop systems. Next, we used a series of tools to define our problem, narrow our 

scope, determine our project deliverables, and define quantifiable specifications. Finally, we summarized 

the necessary steps we will take as we look forward to what is required until the completion of the project.  

 

The next major deliverables are our prototypes from the design brainstorm. Additionally, we are looking 

for agreement from our team sponsor, Dr. Charlene Birdsong, to confirm the scope of work accurately 

represents the project and points our team in the correct direction. 
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 A.    QFD House of Quality

We used the QFD house of quality to describe our customer, their requirements, and competing products to systematically 
develop a detailed and specific list of specifications that our product must fulfill. 
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B. Gantt Chart 

The Gantt chart lists all our tasks leading up to the preliminary design review (PDR) presentation. The 
tasks listed following PDR are larger milestones that will be broken down into smaller tasks as they get 
closer. Each task has a specified due date, responsible team member, and sub-tasks (if applicable). This 
tool allows us to visually organize our tasks as we look to our year ahead.  
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Concept Generalization and Selection 
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Detailed Design and Analysis 
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Manufacturing, Assembly, and System-Level Testing 
 

 

 
 
Product Testing 
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Project Wrap-up 
 

 

 


